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This case concerned an objection by a Mortgagee in 

proceedings issued by the Bank seeking possession and sale 

against the Plaintiff Mortagee. The Plaintiff sought a strike-out 

application for the following reasons: first that the Second 

Defendant obtained a possession order in the action by 

fraudulent means; second the Bank obtained the possession 

order fraudulently; third the possession order was unenforceable 

because it failed to specify a date of compliance; and lastly the 

Writ of Possession and all steps taken to enforce it were unlawful 

and a nullity by virtue of the failure to specify a date of 

compliance. Further, the Plaintiff issued a Summons for interim 

relief to restrain the Bank from exercising its rights of possession 

pursuant to the possession order.  

In regards to the Second Defendant, a lawyer, the Court struck 

out the claim under Order 18 Rule 9(1)(b) of the Rules of the 

Supreme Court, 1985 and/or under the inherent jurisdiction of 

the Court, the Court held that the allegation that the possession 

had been obtained fraudulently by the Second Defendant was 

bound to fail. The Court considered whether the doctrine of res 

judicata would apply to the allegation that the possession order 

had been obtained by fraud and refused to strike the claim out 

on that basis. However, it did strike out the claim against the 

First Defendant on the basis that it was bound to fail and refused 

the Plaintiff’s injunction application to refrain the Bank from 

exercising its rights. The case contains a helpful statement of the 

principles of the doctrine of res judicata when that term is used in 

its wider sense. 

 

 

 

 

 

Founded in 1928, Conyers Dill & Pearman is an international law firm advising on the laws of 

Bermuda, the British Virgin Islands, the Cayman Islands and Mauritius. With a global network that 

includes 130 lawyers spanning eight offices worldwide, Conyers provides responsive, 

sophisticated, solution-driven legal advice to clients seeking specialised expertise on corporate 

and commercial, litigation, restructuring and insolvency, and private client and trust matters. 

Conyers is affiliated with the Codan group of companies, which provide a range of trust, corporate 

secretarial, accounting and management services. 

 

This article is not intended to be a substitute for legal advice or a legal opinion. It deals in broad 

terms only and is intended to merely provide a brief overview and give general information. 

 

 

 

 


